Abstract. In this paper, we propose a document re-ranking approach based on the Wikipedia articles related to the specific questions to re-order the initial retrieved documents to improve the precision of top retrieved documents in Chinese information retrieval for question answering (IR4QA) system where the questions are definition or biography type. On one hand, we compute the similarity between each document in the initial retrieved results and the related Wikipedia article. On the other hand, we do clustering analysis for the documents based on the K-Means clustering method and compute the similarity between each centroid of the clusters and the Wikipedia article. Then we integrate the two kinds of similarity with the initial ranking score as the last similarity value and re-rank the documents in descending order with this measure. Experiment results demonstrate that this approach can improve the precision of the top relevant documents effectively.
Introduction
It is reported that most of the information system users are accustomed to browse the top returned search results only (iProspect, 2004) , so they hope the top ranking documents are highly relevant. In order to meet the information need, it is necessary and significant to improve the precision of top retrieved documents. Currently, document re-ranking has become one of the main streams to improve the precision of top retrieved documents. After document reranking, it is expected that more relevant documents appear in the higher rankings.
In information retrieval system, users often submit the query which is a short description by natural language, and they decides the relevance of document not based on existence of query terms, but semantics of query terms in documents. If the IR system just simply checks the existence of query terms in documents without considering the context of documents, it often causes term mismatch and declines the performance greatly (Salton and McGill, 1983) . So the important problem in automatic document re-ranking is the relevance measure of document and query. The strategies, such as query expansion, latent semantic indexing (LSI) and mutual information, have been proposed to solve this problem. And it has been proved that these approaches can improve the performance of the retrieval system effectively. Geetha and Kannan (2007) put forward another approach to solve this problem. When the initial results are returned, the user can choose a document of interest as the seed document and initiate the re-ranking algorithm by which documents are re-ranked based on its similarity distance from the seed document. This algorithm helps users to re-rank documents based on seed document as a query. But it needs the interaction of users.
In this paper, we make use of the related Wikipedia articles to calculate the Wiki-Document and Wiki-Cluster similarities to adjust the ranking score for document re-ranking to solve the problem mentioned above.
As we know, Wikipedia 1 is a multilingual, web-based, free-content encyclopedia project, and each of its article provides information to explain the term of the article title. We can make use of the related Wikipedia article as the "seed" document of a query, without choosing the seed documents manually, mentioned by Geetha and Kannan. We calculate the similarity distance between the seed document and each document in the initial retrieved results, named Wiki-Document similarity.
In the IR4QA task of 7 th NTCIR, we look on the question as the query. The whole Wikipedia article states like the definition of its title, so we just take the specific type of questions, the definition/biography type 2 into consideration. As the name implies, the definition/biography type questions are the ones about definitions of terms or biographies of persons, such as "What is the Nobel Prize?", "Who is Osama bin Laden?".
Many researchers have made efforts on how to apply clustering to get better retrieved results. The document clustering based approach is now a typical one of document re-ordering, which is based on the assumption that cluster related documents should be more similar to each other and the content similar documents may appear in the same category with greater possibility (van Rijsbergen, 1979) . Document clustering approach assigns documents to automatically created clusters, based on the degree of association between documents and clusters. But this is inappropriate to calculate the similarity of the query and the document since query consists of only a few terms for obtaining statistically meaningful frequency-vector and clusters.
In order to apply the document clustering analysis for document re-ranking, we also make use of the related Wikipedia article as a question. When the initial ranking documents are divided into clusters, we can calculate the similarity between the question-related Wikipedia article and the document cluster, instead of the question and document cluster, named WikiCluster similarity, to regulate the ranking score.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works. Section 3 introduces the proposed document re-ranking approach using Wikipedia article. Section 4 then presents experiment results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. document re-ranking method that uses the distances between documents for modifying initial relevance weights. Yang et al. (2004 Yang et al. ( , 2005 used query terms which occur in both query and top N (N<=30) retrieved documents to re-rank documents.
Many research efforts have been made on how to apply clustering to get better retrieved results. Lee et al. (2001) proposed a model of information retrieval system that is based on a document re-ranking method using document clusters mentioned above. Anick and Vaithyanathan (1997) exploited the synergy between document clustering and phrasal analysis for the purpose of automatically constructing a context-based retrieval system. In their system, a context consists of two components, cluster of logical related articles (its extension) and a small set of salient concepts, represented by words and phrases and organized by the cluster's key terms (its intension). The Scatter/Gather system (Hearst and Pedersen, 1996) was a clusterbased document to browsing method, as an alternative to ranked titles for the organization and viewing of retrieved results. All of their experiments show that the clustering methods can enhance the performance of the IR systems.
Document Re-ranking via Wikipedia Articles

System Architecture
For each question, the related question/query term will be submitted to the system to get a relevant Wikipedia article from the Wikipedia articles index, which will be explained in detail in the following section for each document. Then the Wikipedia article and the initial retrieved documents are input into the document re-ranking module. This module will compute the Document-Wiki similarity and the Wiki-Cluster similarities. When these two similarities are gained, they are combined with the initial score to generate the last similarity score. Then, documents are descending ordered by the last score and the final ranking documents are returned to users.
The system architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
Wikipedia Resource Processing
For a question of definition/biography type, we want to get the related pages of the Wikipedia article which the title is the key term of the question. For example, if the question is "What is the Nobel Prize?", we would like to obtain the text content of the page which the title is "Nobel Prize". It is feasible that searching online by submit the key terms in the question to the Wikipedia search portal while the retrieval system is running. But the retrieval rate is closely depending on the performance of the network. For the sake of reducing the retrieval time, we download the compressed xml format files on the related Wikipedia site, extract text content of each article and index them to the local disk for the later retrieval. Due to the Wikipedia resources are on the local disks, the retrieval rate will be greatly improved than searching the information online.
There are several types of files contain different content on Wikipedia site. Now we only take the current pages file into consideration. This type of files contains current versions of article content. According to different time duration, different files are preserved on the site. In our experiments, we download the latest file. When the pages are revised, we can download it again and re-index them to keep the up-to-date information.
Wiki-Document Similarity
For each document in the initial retrieved results, we will calculate the similarity with the related Wikipedia article, the Wiki-Document Similarity. There are several models to compute the similarity. We choose the well-known Vector Space Model (VSM). After the text contents of each document including the Wikipedia articles are segmented by a Chinese segmentor ICTCLAS 3 , documents are represented by a vector in vector space where each dimension of vector is a word. We use the tf*idf values as the weighting scheme for the words. The same document representation and the weighting strategy for words will also be used for calculating the following Wiki-Cluster Similarity. So the similarity of document d in the initial retrieved results with the Wikipedia article can be computed by the following equation. 
Wiki-Cluster Similarity
The clustering analysis hopes to divide the similar documents into the same cluster, and then uses the correlation of the question and the cluster information to regulate the sorting score. It is likely to that the document A gains high relevant score when it contains the key terms of the question while document B gets low score for it doesn't contain these key terms although its content is related to the question. When A and B have similar contents as they contain other same terms, they would be grouped into the same cluster. So when the cluster has high similarity with the question, the document B can get higher similarity score to enhance the ranking position based on the correlation of the cluster.
Several document clustering approaches to cluster document set have been put forward. KMeans and hierarchical clustering are the two typical ones. Here we make use of the K-Means cluster method (Ren et al., 2006) to do the clustering analysis and assign the cluster similarity score for each document. The process is listed as follows. When do the K-Means clustering, we set the number of the cluster K according to the number of the initial retrieval result documents. Following is the formula to initialize this parameter.
Where N is the total number of the result documents for a question, n is the experimental determined parameter which is taken as the average documents number of all the clusters. In our experiments, n is set to 5, and N is 50.
Document Re-ranking
We combine the similarity When the last similarity is calculated, the documents are re-ranked by descending order of this measure and the final results are returned to users.
Experiment Results
We evaluate the proposed document re-ranking approach based on related Wikipedia articles on Simplified Chinese document collections for the 7 th NTCIR ACLIA/IR4QA task which are from Xinhua Chinese and Lianhe Zaobao between the year 1998 and 2001. The total number of the documents is 539,062.
In question set of the 7 th NTCIR ACLIA/IR4QA task, there are four types of question and totally 98 questions. There are two different fields to describe one question, title and narrative, and we only choose the title field to represent the question in the experiments. In this paper, we select 36 definition/biography questions, which can obtain related articles on the Wikipedia site. The questions and the Wikipedia articles are all in Simplified Chinese.
The initial retrieved results are generated by the approach put forward by Liu et al. (2008) and we select the top 100 documents in the results for the further re-ranking.
We mainly use the P@N evaluation criterion to analyze our experiments. Two kinds of relevant measures, relax relevant and rigid relevant, are concerned. The rigid relevant means the document is highly relevant or relevant with a question, and relax relevant denotes the document is highly relevant or relevant partially with a question. Table 1 lists the baseline results, representing the initial results, and the re-ranking results, obtained by using our reranking approach. Other groups of data such as P@20 and P@30 are also displayed in the table with the measure of relax and rigid respectively. From the groups of the relax measure and the rigid measure, we can see that the improvement of rigid measure are better than the relax measure when evaluating with different P@N. Figure 2 , we can see that most of the questions are better in rigid P@N measure after re-ranking while a few of them are worse, such as Question 22 and 36. Look into the two Wikipedia articles related to these two questions, we find that there are some redundant contents, such as the development history of the term, which takes up long length of the whole document. The terms in this content may be irrelevant with the question so it declines the precision. So, we can conclude that the content of the Wikipedia articles have great impact on the re-ranking results.
Conclusions
In this paper, we put forward a re-ranking approach via question related Wikipedia article for the definition/biography type question. We make use of the related Wikipedia articles to calculate the Wiki-Document and Wiki-Cluster similarities to adjust the ranking score. The experiments show that our approach can improve the top precision for the IR4QA system. The improvement of P@N in rigid measure is higher than the relax measure where the rigid from 12.6% to 42.6% and the relax measure from 5.14% to 13.0% with different P@N evaluations.
The re-ranking approach in this paper is applied to specific type of questions for the convenient acquisition of the whole article content from the Wikipedia. But the content of some articles does not well state the related terms as the seed document. If we choose these articles, it may decline the retrieval precision. There are other free encyclopedia resources such as the Baidu encyclopedia. We may integrate some of these encyclopedias to generate the model answers to be used as a seed document.
